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Abstract. The pole array directly influences air-gap filed distribution and hence
output torque performance especially in surface-mounted PM machine (SPM).
The fundamental wave of air-gap magnetic flux density determines the average
torque, and harmonic generates torque ripple. In generally, there is a trade-off
between them. To simultaneously obtain high torque and low torque ripple, the
selection of pole array and corresponding design parameters is essential for PM
machine design. Thus, the air-gap field distribution characteristics of three kinds
of pole arrays, i.e., radial-magnetized, tangential-magnetized and Halbach array
are analysed and compared by finite element analysis (FEA). The effects of the
pole arc coefficient and PM thickness coefficient on air-gap field distribution
are analysed by fast Fourier transform (FFT). It indicates that the effects of the
pole arc length on the harmonic component of air gap magnetic field is obvi-
ous and the effects of the pole thickness is very little. The performances of three
pole arrays under different pole thicknesses are compared. The results show that
radial-magnetized pole array perform better than Halbach array and tangential-
magnetized pole array on fundamental flux density when thickness of magnetic
pole is small. Besides, when the thickness of magnetic pole exceeds 0.9 times
of pole distance, tangential-magnetized pole array can obtain higher fundamental
magnetic density than Halbach array.

Keywords: Surface-mounted · Brushless Torque Motor · Harmonic Analysis ·
Magnetic Pole Array · Finite Element Analysis

1 Introduction

Brushless torque motors are widely used in electric power steering, robotics, etc. [1].
Generally, large number of poles, large split ratio of stator and surface-mounted rotor
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are used in a brushless torque motor. The torque characteristics of surface mounted
PM motor are mainly determined by the air-gap magnetic field generated by the rotor
pole. It has been proved that the fundamental wave of radial magnetic density in the
air gap determines the average torque of the motor. For three-phase motor, the third
harmonic has no contribution to the torque. However, other high-order harmonics can
cause torque ripple, of which the fifth and seventh harmonics wave play the most serious
role. Besides, the radialmagnetic densitywaveformof the air gap is extremely influenced
by the magnetic pole array of the rotor.

At present, the most commonly used magnetic pole array is radial-magnetized pole
array [2–4], which is widely used because of its simple manufacture and assembly
process. Since the appearance of Halbach array [5], it has been used in torque motor
and achieved good results because of its high fundamental magnetomotive force and
magnetic shielding characteristics [6, 7]. Recently, scholars have found that tangential-
magnetized pole array or spoke-type rotor can obtain higher fundamental magnetic flux
density in air gap [8, 9], and the soft magnetic material between magnetic poles also
makes it possible for field weakening control. Therefore, the output torque and flexibility
of motor control increases. However, most scholars only study specific arrays, and few
compare and analyse the three magnetic pole arrays, so as to guide the selection of
magnetic pole array in practical engineering application.

In this paper, the above three kinds of magnetic pole arrays are studied. For different
pole arc pole arc length and pole thickness, the air-gap radial magnetic density waveform
is analysed. Finally, above three different magnetic pole arrays are compared to be a
reference to select appropriate magnetic pole arrays.

In this paper, the remainder is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, parameterized finite
element simulation model of three pole arrays is established. In Sect. 3, the FEA of
three kinds of magnetic pole arrays under different pole arc length and magnetic pole
thickness is carried out, and the influence of magnetic pole structure parameters on air-
gap magnetic density is analysed by FFT. In Sect. 4, the output characteristics of three
magnetic pole arrays under the same mass is compared. Finally, the study is concluded
in Sect. 5.

2 Parametric Simulation Model

Because the split ratio of torque motor is large, and it has many pole pairs, the magnetic
pole surface is close to a straight line. Thus, the rotor magnetic pole can be expanded into
a straight line for research. The geometricmodel in one period is shown in Fig. 1, where τ

is the pole pitch; h is the pole thickness; and b is the pole arc length. For a specific number
of slots and poles, the pole pitch remains unchanged. In order to make the simulation
results universal, the pole arc length b and pole thickness h are nondimensionalized
based on the pole pitch. The ratio of pole arc to pole pitch or pole embrace coefficient
is defined as

ap = b

τ
(1)
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Fig. 1. Geometric model for the simulation.

The pole thickness coefficient is defined as

ah = h

τ
(2)

The air-gap length in this model is 1 mm. Pole pitch τ is 10mm. According to Eq. (1)
and (2), The magnetic pole arc length and pole thickness are calculated by the following:{

b = apτ

h = ahτ
(3)

The stator is made of iron. The rotor is divided into five regions. In order to sim-
ulate three magnetic pole arrays in one geometric model, the material distribution and
magnetization direction of the five regions are shown in Table 1. The arrow (↑↓←→)
represents the magnetization direction, and also indicates that the material is permanent
magnet.

The material and magnetization directions are distributed according to the charac-
teristics of three types of magnetic pole arrays. The distribution principle is to maximize
its performance and ensure the rationality of comparison. For example, there is no back
iron for tangential-magnetized pole array and no iron between radial-magnetized poles
so that the magnetic circuit will go through the air gap and be prevent from invalid
circulation. Besides, the Halbach array is also has no back iron so that it is convenient
to compare with tangential-magnetized pole array under same mass.
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Table 1. Material and Magnetization Distribution

Domain Radial-Magnetized Halbach
Array

Tangential-Magnetized

A ↑ ↑ Iron

B Air → →
C Air ← ←
D ↓ ↓ Iron

E Iron Air Air

Fig. 2. Air-gap flux density waveforms under different pole embrace coefficient.

3 Air Gap Magnetic Field Analysis

3.1 Radial-Magnetized Array

Setting the pole thickness coefficient to 0.5, the air-gap flux density waveform under
different pole embrace coefficient is shown in Fig. 2.With the increase of the coefficient,
the waveform becomes wider, and finally approaches the square wave. This trend is
obvious and predictable. Figure 3 shows The FFT results of the air-gap magnetic flux
density waveform. In order to facilitate observation, double Y-axis display is adopted.
The coordinate axes of fundamental wave and third harmonic are on the left, and the
coordinate axes of fifth and seventh harmonic are on the right. It can be seen from
Fig. 3 that the harmonic is extremely impacted by the pole embrace coefficient. With
the increasing of this coefficient, the fundamental wave continuously increases, and the
harmonic changes periodically. The change periods of the third, fifth as well as seventh
harmonics are 2/3, 2/5 and 2/7 respectively. When the ratio is a multiple of the change.

period, the corresponding harmonic becomes very little. Therefore, the pole embrace
coefficient of radial-magnetized motors is recommended within 0.8–0.857.

When setting the pole embrace coefficient to 1/2, the waveform under different pole
thickness coefficient is shown in Fig. 4. Likewise, the FFT results of the waveform are
shown in Fig. 5. They show that the effect of pole thickness coefficient on harmonic is
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Fig. 3. Air-gap harmonic flux density under different pole embrace coefficient.

Fig. 4. Air-gap flux density waveforms under different pole thickness coefficient.

Fig. 5. Air-gap harmonic flux density under different pole thickness coefficient.
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Fig. 6. Air-gap flux density waveforms under different pole embrace coefficient.

Fig. 7. Air-gap harmonic flux density under different pole embrace coefficient.

very little. With the increase of this coefficient, it is found that the peak of waveform
and fundamental wave grows, and the growth rate is decreasing.

3.2 Halbach Array

Setting the pole thickness coefficient to 0.5, the waveform under different pole embrace
coefficient of the air-gap magnetic flux density is shown in Fig. 6. With the increase of
this ratio, the waveform becomes wider, while the peak decreases. The FFT results of the
waveform are shown in Fig. 7. The graphs seem perfectly symmetrical. When the ratio
is 0.5, the fundamental wave is the biggest and the third and seventh harmonic wave is
almost zero. When pole embrace coefficient is 0.3 and 0.7, the fifth harmonic wave is
almost zero. Comparing with the radial-magnetized poles, The fundamental magnetic
flux density of Halbach array is higher, which is the reason why it can improve torque
density of motor.

Setting the pole embrace coefficient to 0.5, the waveform of the air-gap magnetic
flux density and its FFT results under different pole thickness coefficients is shown in
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 respectively. it can be found that with the increase of pole thickness
coefficient, the fundamental wave grows but there is almost no effect on harmonic.
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Fig. 8. Air-gap flux density waveforms under different pole thickness coefficient.

Fig. 9. Air-gap harmonic flux density under different pole thickness coefficient.

3.3 Tangential-Magnetized Array

The waveform of the air-gap magnetic flux density under different pole embrace coef-
ficient with the pole thickness coefficient of 0.5 is shown in Fig. 10. With the increase
of this coefficient, the waveform becomes wider, while the peak decreases. The FFT
results of the waveform are shown in Fig. 11. It seems the same as Halbach array, but not
symmetrical. This may because the iron between magnet is saturated. The fundamental
wave is strictly decreasing with the increase of this coefficient if the iron not saturated.
But in practice, as shown in Fig. 11, there is a peak on the fundamental wave in the graph
due to the saturation of iron.

Thewaveform of the air-gapmagnetic flux density and its FFT results under different
pole thickness coefficients with pole embrace coefficient of 0.5 is shown in Fig. 12 and
Fig. 13 respectively. With the increase of pole thickness coefficient, the fundamental and
fifth harmonic waves grow but there is no effect on third and seventh harmonic.

Because of the nonlinearity of iron materials, the magnetoresistance of the iron
between magnets grows along with the increase of magnetic density. With the pole
thickness increasing, the magnetic density enlarges which cause the saturation of iron.
Therefore, the pole arc coefficient corresponding to the maximum fundamental wave is
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Fig. 10. Air-gap flux density waveforms under different pole embrace coefficient.

Fig. 11. Air-gap harmonic flux density under different pole embrace coefficient.

Fig. 12. Air-gap flux density waveforms under different pole thickness coefficient.

different under different pole thickness. To illustrate this relationship, a 2D contour map
is made. As shown in Fig. 14, it seems that with the increasing of the pole thickness
coefficient, the pole embrace coefficient should also increase to make the fundamental
wave as large as possible.
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Fig. 13. Air-gap harmonic flux density under different pole thickness coefficient.
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Fig. 14. Air-gap fundamental flux density under different pole embrace and pole thickness
coefficient.

4 Pole Array Comparison

From the previous simulation results, the pole thickness coefficient has little influence
on harmonics, while the pole embrace coefficient has a great influence. By selecting
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Fig. 15. Air-gap fundamental flux density under different pole thickness coefficient.

appropriate pole embrace coefficient, the harmonic component can be reduced, and then
the torque ripple can be weakened. However, to improve the torque density of the motor,
the fundamental magnetic density should be especially focused. In order to compare
the fundamental air-gap magnetic flux density amplitudes of these three pole arrays
under the same mass, the maximum fundamental magnetic density under different pole
thickness is compared, and the results are shown in the Fig. 15. Because the effects of
pole embrace coefficient and pole thickness coefficient on air-gap flux density harmonics
are independent of each other for radial-magnetized pole array and Halbach array, it is
reasonable to choose a good pole embrace coefficient and then only study the influence
of pole thickness on fundamental magnetic field. Here, the pole embrace coefficient of
radial-magnetized pole array is 0.9, and that of Halbach is 0.5. The polar arc coefficient
and height coefficient of tangential-magnetized pole array are coupled together, so the
data are obtained according to the ridge line in Fig. 15. The results show that:

1. The growth rate of radial-magnetized pole array and Halbach array slows down with
the increase of pole thickness coefficient;

2. The fundamental magnetic density of radial-magnetized pole array is greater than
that of Halbach array and tangential-magnetized pole array when the thickness of
magnetic pole is small;

3. When the thickness of magnetic pole exceeds 0.9 times of pole distance, tangential-
magnetized pole array can obtain higher fundamental magnetic density thanHalbach
array.

5 Conclusion

In order to provide a basis for the selection of appropriate pole arrays, three pole arrays
such as radial-magnetized, tangential-magnetized and Halbach array are analysed by
FEA. The effects of the pole embrace and pole thickness on air-gap magnetic field are
studied by FFT of the magnetic density waveform. Finally, the performances of three
pole arrays under different pole thicknesses are compared. The main conclusions are as
follows:
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1. The effects of the pole embrace coefficient on the harmonic component of air-gap
magnetic field is obvious and the effects of the pole thickness is very little.

2. Under certain pole embrace coefficient, the fifth and third harmonics can be
eliminated.

3. Radial-magnetized pole array performs better than Halbach array and tangential-
magnetized pole array on fundamental flux density when thickness of magnetic pole
is small.

4. When the thickness of magnetic pole exceeds 0.9 times of pole distance, tangential-
magnetized pole array can obtain higher fundamental magnetic density thanHalbach
array.
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